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1. Introduction.
One of the recent dcvelopments in algorithmic number theory is the use of elliptic curves. In this lecture it is shown how elliptic curves can be used to find the prime factor decomposition of large integers.
To do this, one must first be able to recognize whether a number is prime (primality testing), and next,
if it is not, find a non-trivial divisor (factorization). Elliptic curves can be applied both to primality
testing and to factorization.
2. Multiplicative methods.
For older algorithms to do primality testing and factorization, see [4, 6]. Only two of these will be discnssed here, in their most rudimentary form, because they are helpful in motivating and understanding
the new methods. The two methods that we describe depend on properties of the multiplic ative group,
in particular on the fact that the order of the inultiplicative group modulo a prime number p is p-1.
Primality testing. If an integer n>l is composite then there are many pseudoprime tests that n fails to
pass, so that the compositeness of n is usually easy to prove. But if n is prime then it passes all pscudopritne tests that it is subjected to. The problem then becomes how to prove that n is prime. If one
knows a sufficiently large complctely factored divisor s of n-l the following classical result can be used.
Theorem 1. Let n be an integer, n>\, and s a divisor of n-l. Suppose that there is an integer a
saiisfijing
gcd^"*1)/'-!, n)=l for each prime divisor q of s.
Then every positive divisor p of n is Imods, and if s>\/n then n is prime.
To prove this one may assume that p is prime. The element a^""1''8 has order s in the multiplicative
group mod p. By Lagrange's theorem in group theory this implies that s divides the order of the group,
which is p- 1. The theorem follows.
The basic shortcoming of the primality test based on Theorem l is that it can only prove the
primality of prime numbers n for which n-l has a large divisor that one knows to factor completely.
This is the case, for example, if n-l has many small prime factors, and sometimes also if n-l is the product of a small number and a large prime number q; in the latter case one can attempt to prove the
primality of q recursively.
Factorization. The Pollard p-l-method attempts to find a non-trivial divisor of aa integer n>l in the
following way. Pick αζΤΖ/ηΤΖ at random, and calculate, by repeated squarings and multiplications mod
n, integere ak that are congruent to ak* mod n, for k—·=1,2,... . In addition, calculate gcd(aj-l,n) for each
k, using Euclid's algorithm, and stop if this gcd is a non-trivial divisor of n.
The reason that one expects this to work sometimes is äs follows. Suppose that n has a prime
divisor p for which p -l is built up from small prime factors only. Then p-1 divides k\ for a relatively
small value of k. If iiow p does not divide a, then again by Lagrange's theorem the order of a in the
multiplicative group mod p divides k\. Therefore p divides a*-l, so it divides gcd(oji-l,n) äs well.
Hence if this gcd is different from n it is a non-trivial divisor of n.
Along these lines it can be proved that the Pollard p-l-method is good in discovering prime divisors p of n for which p-1 has no large prime factors. It can also be proved that if n has no such prime
divisor p then the method is unlikely to work within a reasonable amount of tinie.
3. Elliptic curves.
Let n be a positive integer. Consider the set of all triples (x,y,z)£.(7Lln7Lf for which x,y,z generate the
unit ideal of 2Z/n2Z. The group of units (2Z/n2Z)' acts on this set by u(x,y,z)=(ux,uy,uz}. The orbits
under this action are the points of the projective plane over Z/nTZ. The orbit of (x,y,z) is denoted by
(x:y:z}.
Assume now for simplicity that gcd(n,6)=l. An elliptic curve over TL/nTL is a plane cubic curve

- 2E over TL/nTL defined by a polynomial of t he form f=-Y2Z-X3-aXZ2^bZi, where α,&€Ζί/η2Ζ are such
that 4α3+2762€(ΖΖ/ηΖ;)*. Λ point on # over TLjnTL is a point (z:«/:,?) of the projective plane for which
f(x,y,z)=0. Lei the set of these points be denoted by j&'(2Z/nZZ).
The set of points on an elliptic curve E over TL/nTL can in a natural way be made into an additively written abelian group. The zero element is 0=(0:1:0), and if P—(x:y:z) then -P=(x:-y:z). If n
is prime, so that TL/nTL is a /ieW, one can add two points P and Q äs follows (see [8]). Consider the line
through P and Q (the tangent line to the curve if P~Q) and let R be the third intersection point of the
line with the curve. Then P+Q—-R. For general n the addition Operation is somewhat more complicated to describe (cf. [1]). In the appJications to prime factor decompositioa one can simply attempt to
use the formulae that are valid in the case that n is prime. This fails if division is required by a nonzero element of /Z/nZZ that is no unit. But then a gcd-calculation leads to a non-trivial divisor of n,
which is exactly what one is looking for.
If n=p is a prime number, then by a thcorem of Hasse (1934) one can write #£7(2Z/pZZ)=p-fl-f
with «6K, | i| <2\/p. Schoof [7] gave an algorithm to calculate < that is based on the Interpretation of t
äs the ''trace of Frobenius". His algorithm runs in time 0((logp)9), and it is not clear whether it is useful in prartice.
For general n no good algorithm is known to calculate the order of the group Ε(Ζ/ηΈ) of points
on an elliptic curve E. As for the multiplicative group, one has the formula
#Ε(π/ηΖ)=η· ΓΙ
(#E(TLlp7L)lp\
p n, p prime
but it requires knowledge of the prime factorization of n. One can of course attempt to use Schoof's
algorithm, but if n is not prime it is not likely to give an answer; and even if it does then this answer
has no obvious Interpretation - in particular it need not give the order of E(2L/nZ).
Let again f?=p be a prime number. The strength of the methods to be discussed in the next section, when compared to the multiplicative methods of section 2, is due to the fact that there are many
elliptic curves over 7L/p7Z and that, imprecisely speaking, for a randomly chosen E the order
#E(TLlp'/L} is a random number near p. More accurately, one has the following proposition, the proof
of which depends on results of Deuring (1941).
Proposition 2. There are positive effectively computable constants cl and c2 such that for any prime
number p>3 and any set S of integere m for which \m~(p-\-l)\<\fp one has
"*(lew)" l
ivhere N denotes the number of pairs (a,6)e(2;/p2Z)2 for which f=Y2Z-X3~aX2?~bZ* defines an elliptic
curve E over 'S, /p/K with #Ε(&Ι p7L)£S.
Note that N/ p2 is the probability that a random pair (a,6) has the stated property. The proposition
asserts that, apart froni a logarithmic factor, this probability is essentially equal to the probability that
a random number near p is in S.
4. Elliptic curve methods.
Primality testing. The following theorem is analogous to Theorem 1.
Theorem 3. Let n be an integer, n>l, with gcd(n,6)=l. Let E be an elliptic curve over TLfnTL, and
m, s positive integers with s dividing m. Suppose that there is a point P£_E(7L [ nTL) satisfying
m-P=0,
gcd(zq,n)—l for each prime divisor q of s, where (m/ q\P=(x<1:yq:zq).
Then #/?(/Ζ/ρΖζ)Ξ=Οπαοα3 for every prime divisor p of n, and if 5>(n1/4+l)2 then n is prime.
The proof is analogous to the proof of the Theorem 1.
To use Theorem 3 to prove the primality of a number n that one suspects to be prime one can
proceed äs follows. Choose a random elliptic curve E over /Z/n2Z, and deterrnine a number m such that
if n is prime then #7?(2Z/f?2Z)=ra; this can be done with Schoof's algorithm (if Schoof's algorithm fails
then n is not prime). Next let s be the largest divisor of m that one is able to factor completely. If
•3>(n1/'!+l)2 one now looks for a point F6E(5Z/nZ) äs in Theorem 3, and applies the theorem to prove
that n is prime. If s is smaller one can either use refinemeiits of Theorem 3 that are analogous to

- 3existing refinements of Theorem l, or start all over again with a different eiliptic curve. One can keep
changing the eiliptic curve until the number s appearing in the algorithm is sufficiently large. Tfais
alternative has no analogue for the multiplicative method from section 2.
In the primality test of Goldwasser and Kilian [3] one changes curves until the conjectural order
m of E(2Z/nZ£) is of the form m~2q, where q is a number that is very likely to be prime in the sense
that it passes certain pseudoprime tests. With the help of Theorem 3, with s=m=2g, one can then
prove the primality of n provided that one knows that g is prime. To prove the primality of g one
proceeds recursively, replacing n by q.
See [l, 2] for a primality test depending on eiliptic curves with "complex multiplication".
Factorization. The analogue of the Pollard p-1-method is äs follows. Let n be the composite integer
that one wishes to factor, and assume that n>l, gcd(n,6)=l. Pick a randorn pair (E,P), where E is an
eiliptic curve over TLjnTL and P£E(r%/nZ). This can be done by choosing a,x,y£2L/'nTL at random,
putting P=(x:y:l), and letting E be defined by f—Y^Z-X^-aXtf-bZ*, where 6 is chosen such that
P€E(2i/riZi}·, so b—y^-x^-ax. Next calculate, by repeated duplications and additions, the points
Pk=k\-P£E(2Z/n'S,), for Ä-=l,2,... . In addition, if Pk=(xk;yk;Zk), calculate gcd(^,n) for each k, and stop
if this gcd is a non-trivial divisor of n. If k reaches a certain upper bound that one fixes beforehand,
and no non-trivial divisor of n has been found, then one changes the pair (E,P) and starts all over
again.
As for the Pollard p-1-method, one can show that a given pair (E,P) is likely to be successful in
this algorithm is n has a prime divisor p for which #E(2Z/p2Z) is built up from small primes only. The
probability for this to happen increases with the number of pairs (E,P) that one tries. This has no
analogue for the Pollard p-1-method.
Efficiency. With the help of Proposition 2 one can estimate tbe running tirne of the above algorithms,
provided that one knows how certain sets of integers are distributed in short intervals. The
Goldwasser-Kilian primality test can be proved to run in expected polynomial lime (i.e., bounded by a
power of log«), if one assumes the truth of a Standard conjecture about the number of primes in an
interval of the form (x,x+Vx). The factorization method can be proved to be successful within
expected time exp((l + o(l))\/2pogp)(loglogp))·(logn)2, where p is the least prime factor of n and the
o(l) is for p-+oo, provided that one makes a reasonable assumption about the number of integers in the
interval (x,x+\/x) that are built up from prime factors <y.
The practical merits of the Goldwasser-Kilian primality test are not yet clear, since it depends
on Schoof's algorithm. The factorization method depending on eiliptic curves has proved to be of great
practical value, see [5].
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